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Review of Mistress Linda of BAKER ST

Review No. 109362 - Published 7 Jun 2012

Details of Visit:

Author: Game On
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 19 May 2012 1300
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: LONDON MISS LINDA
Website: http://www.londonmistresslinda.co.uk
Phone: 07925424111

The Premises:

Area best described as posh residential. Very central but not much traffic outside, either vehicular or
pedestrian. Basement flat in terrace, so you pop down outside steps, knock on door and straight in.
No buzzers, intercoms etc
Flat was clean and comfortable. You're shown into a large room with some gear in the corner which
looked vaguely like a multi gym but wasn't

The Lady:

As per website. Her face is hidden on the photos, but rest assured she looks lovely. 

The Story:

It's not a frequent hobby so normally I do a fair bit of research before each punt and have the
comfort of having read good FRs. This time though, nothing. Stumbled on the website and there
was something that just seemed right for me. Arrangements via the receptionist were friendly and
efficient but in these circumstances you knock on the door with a degree of apprehension - how
much was photoshopped, why had nobody else reviewed it?
When Linda walked in the room all nerves evaporated. Her manner was so natural sounding and
friendly.
Linda isn't a dominatrix as such but offers various kinky services and is very much in charge. To be
honest the hour just flashed by in something of a haze. I daresay I could have got involved in much
more wacky pursuits, but happily settled for a relaxing and very sexy time with a wonderful woman
who I suspect has a mischievous sense of humour.
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